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I have been to 4 asian carp fad.gov. circus tents & hope this gets through this time! It's called a kill zone& do a better job 1st # 1is
that you need a containment area sterile of asian carp & only for native species to live in this requires the circus tent to act on a
better view & create a second barrier & a kill zone to save the river & Great lakes up stream! & to build weir to catch more invasive
species! Simple logic is what is needed! and to protect the 1st barrier from a train wreck & the ethanol express freight trains that
exploded this summer to the west & east! A kill zone is the best way to control this crazed fish of eco doom if you put a little stop
gap & clean out that section & monitor that river better it is no different than what the asians are doing to the oceans! CALLED
OVER FISHING! THIS RIVER IS BUT A THREAD & ARE YOU GOING TO DO ANYTHING ABOUT THE UPPER
MISSISSIPPI? Same kill zone applies up there! The 1st barrier is in such a hazard area Tornados, Trains, Generates out in the
open! Redundant is the key & you have not planed for any sort of hazard to hit! When will we learn a simple word called
SAFETY1ST! & That goes for our lakes 2 less oxygen more SOOT & GLOBAL WARMING TOXIC SEWER WATER FROM
CHICAGO! NUFF SAID! DO A BETTER JOB! SIMPLE! KILL ZONE!

